
The financial crisis of 2008 reoriented the banking 
industry. A decade later, one of the financial institutions 
that navigated the turmoil of 2008, Bank of America, 
expanded its network of local banking and financial 

centers to Pittsburgh. Over the next few years, Bank of America 
would establish more than a dozen banking locations, including 
ATMs, throughout metropolitan Pittsburgh. Its first center in 
Pittsburgh was built in the summer of 2018, on an outparcel of 
South Hills Village in Upper St. Clair. The new branch was built in 
less than four months by A. Martini & Co.

It is common practice for banks to select the contractors for 
construction projects from among the firms that are customers. 
For a bank that was new to the area, as Bank of America was, 
there were no such customers. Using CBRE as its corporate 
owner’s representative, Bank of America pre-qualified a handful 
of general contractors to create a pool of potential bidders for 
its new offices in Pittsburgh. One of those firms was A. Martini 
& Co., which had a resume of building hundreds of offices and 
branches for local banks over 70 years. 

The South Hills Village branch was bid in spring 2018 and A. 
Martini & Co. was identified as the apparent low bidder. In 
addition to the competitive price and resume, A. Martini & Co. 

had identified John Latsko, who had 27 years’ experience working 
almost daily with financial institutions, as project manager. Latsko 
believes that experience made a difference to Bank of America.

“We understand what gets the branch to where it needs to be 
to have it be successful when it’s opened,” Latsko explains. “The 
branding and merchandising are very important. So is the flow 
of the building, what first hits you when you enter the building, 
whether that is an ATM, a kiosk, or a sales representative.”

To expedite the development process, Bank of America struck 
a deal with the owner of the property to fully prepare the site 
in advance of vertical construction by demolishing an existing 
structure and grading the pad to the new elevations needed for 
a drive-through branch. For A. Martini & Co., that presented the 
project’s first challenge.

“Since it was a leased parcel all of the site work was done by 
another contractor, who brought it up to subgrade. We inherited 
a site that was pad ready,” says Latsko. “It was a little bit of 
a challenge to get the proper grades and still meet all the 
appropriate codes. A typical financial institution has to have a 
bypass lane with certain stacking requirements for cars. They try 
to keep it as level as possible because in the winter months, with 
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snow and ice, the last thing they want is to have a car stopped 
on a hill, particularly if it is going to a drive-through window.” 

The split responsibility for the site presented minor logistical 
challenges throughout the schedule, as the site contractor 
looked to expedite its scope of work.

“Our responsibility was to wrap the building footprint with 
concrete curbs and bring the landlord’s contractor back to do the 
asphalt paving at a later date,” recalls Latsko. “That contractor 
wanted to complete the paving and get paid, but we needed 
to drive over it throughout the project with our equipment and 
bring in the ATM and the vault. We didn’t want to damage the 
new asphalt.”

Getting utilities to the property proved to be an additional site 
challenge. The Bank of America parcel is located at the northwest 
corner of the property surrounding South Hills Village, at the 
busy intersection of Route 19 and Fort Couch Road. 

“Some of the headaches had to do with the utilities. The site is 
on the corner of two state roads, so it was a challenge getting 
a curb cut from PennDOT,” says Latsko. “Getting utilities to the 
site was also a bear because of the location and the adjoining 
parcels. The utilities connected to Route 19, and we had to shut 
down part of Route 19 while we connected to the mains. We had 
to coordinate with PennDOT and Upper St. Clair Township to 
accomplish that goal.”

Some of the challenges of the project were related to the fact 
that the building was Bank of America’s first Pittsburgh location, a 
geographic expansion that coincided with a change in branding 
that would affect the architecture. Bank of America was preparing 
to launch a new brand positioning campaign in November 2018, 

one which would highlight the ease of use of its local offices. The 
South Hills Village branch would be one of the first in the U.S. 
to open with the new marketing approach. Work started on May 
8, 2018, and construction would occur during the final stages of 
planning the brand positioning and new branch design.

Gensler was the architect for Bank of America. Its new branch 
elevation featured natural elements. The building envelope 
was primarily masonry, a tan manufactured stacked stone, with 
horizontal aluminum panel trim and brown horizontal wood ship 
lap surrounding the storefront. The South Hills Village branch 
was just under 4,000 square feet and included two drive-through 
lanes. Some of the interior design decisions related to the brand 
positioning unfortunately took place after work was underway.

“There were some design hiccups in the beginning because Bank 
of America was changing their branding and merchandising,” 
Latsko says. “As we were in the initial phases of putting all the 
colors together, they changed all the signage. We had to tear 
out elements that were previously installed and revamp them to 
their new branding. There were some design changes with the 
structural steel that were necessary to work with the elements 
they required. It made the project more like a design-build for 
those [specialty] contractors.”

Latsko describes the building as relatively simple from a construction 
standpoint. The structure was a typical steel frame. Aside from the 
specialties that are unique to a bank branch, there were no unusual 
items. The schedule, however, was aggressive and, because it was 
tied to a larger marketing goal, had no wiggle room.

“They were on a fast track because they wanted to establish 
themselves in Pittsburgh as quickly as possible,” he says. “We 
were fortunate enough to work through the summer months, so 
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Mother Nature did not wreak havoc on us.”

“We were fortunate to have a couple of subcontractors that 
expedited material procurement for us. The big one was Seech 
Industries, which really expedited the structural steel. That 
helped us get the building up and get it closed in.”

Once the branding decisions were finalized, A. Martini & Co. and 
its team of subcontractors were able to move quickly to finish 
the interior and install the banking specialties to complete the 
construction. There were a couple of final wrinkles with signage, 
as Bank of America’s plans bumped up against the local code.

“Upper St. Clair had some strict stipulations about signage and 
making sure the rooftop units were not visible from Route 19. 
Bank of America had large monitors in the lobby that would act 
like signs in the evening hours. Upper St. Clair made us take 
those down, which meant we had to patch the walls and replace 
the monitors with small banners.”

Construction was completed at the beginning of September, in 
time for Bank of America’s opening on September 4, the day 
after Labor Day. For A. Martini & Co., the South Hills Village 
office was the first of multiple projects as Bank of America built 
its presence in Pittsburgh. 

“Pete Borboroglu from CBRE was great to work with. How we 
interacted with him, and Bank of America, established a great 
rapport,” Latsko says. “We had a strong superintendent, Mike 
Smith, on the project and our experience with financial institutions 
was very important. We knew when the ATM needed to be on 
site. We knew when the vault needed to be on site and if the slab 
needed to be beefed up to support it. I think it gave Bank of 
America that extra confidence level.”  BG

Bank of America Owner
CBRE Owner’s Representative
A. Martini & Company General Contractor
Gensler Architect
Sentry Mechanical HVAC
Advanced Plumbing & Mechanical Plumbing
Miller Electric Co. Electric
Preferred Fire Protection Fire Protection
Albert Tarr Excavation inc. Excavation
Joseph Testa Concrete Concrete
Marsa Inc. Masonry
Seech Industries Inc. Structural Steel
Kalkreuth Roofing & Sheet Metal Roofing
Specified Systems Inc. Glass & Glazing
RAM Acoustical Corp. Drywall/Acoustical
Hoff Enterprises inc. Millwork/Casework
A. J. Vater & Sons Painting
Abbey Carpet & Floor Ceramic Tile/Carpet
Construction Concepts of PA Metal Wall Panels
Tom Brown Contracting Waterproofing
InsulRight Insulation
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